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The Story of Matter Surfaces
The Company
Matter Surfaces curates premium design solutions for
architects and interior designers. Our team draws on
decades of practice as interior designers, healthy building
ambassadors and construction professionals to find the
ideal solution for your space.
Wellness
True wellness is holistic – encompassing person and
planet. Material decisions for interior spaces often dictate
caring for both. Entrance systems are your first line of
defense when creating spaces that enhance wellness.
Once inside, design flooring choices throughout a space
have a substantial impact on both human and planet
health. These topics are complex, and solutions often offer
contradictions, but we’re committed to helping you make
the right choices.
Design
Design, in all its forms, is one of the primary engines
for change in our society. Wellness cannot be achieved
without the right design choices. Good Design moves
and motivates change through discourse, beauty, and
manifestation.
Service
We take service seriously. Service starts with transparent
information and context. Some people passively push
information, while some aggressively edit to fit a narrative.
We parse and curate in partnership with our clients so
they can confidently make decisions for their projects. And
when decisions are made, we make sure we deliver. Global
logistics is one of our specialties, and we have warehouses
throughout the country to process and ship materials as
fast as the world allows. (Sometimes faster!)

Our Partners
Bolon (est. 1949) - A women-owned and third generation
family-operated Swedish design company and the creator
of woven vinyl flooring, Bolon products are trend-setting
with distinct focus on innovation, quality and sustainability.
The designs deliver the beauty of a woven textile with
the benefits of resilient flooring– long life cycles and
ease of installation and maintenance. Bolon’s portfolio
encompasses an infinite range of design possibilities,
suitable for all commercial applications, including indoor
and controlled outdoor flooring, wallcoverings and area
rugs.
PURLINE (est. 1948) - PURLINE is brand of international
owner-operated family business Windmoller. Now in its
third generation, Windmoller stands for innovative and
high-quality floor coverings- including the first-of-its-kind
PURLINE collection. The bio-polyurethane based products
offer unmatched sustainability credentials, unparalleled
durability, and superior performance. The PURLINE
commercial flooring portfolio includes sheet goods, largescale tile formats and a range of plank layouts to create
limitless design combinations.
Parador (est. 1977)- With living performance at the core of
the brand, Parador is committed to providing sustainable
products while bringing environmental standards, social
affairs and responsible business practices into balance.
Parador is the creator of the world’s first solid plank with
click connection and inventor of the design flooring
Parador Modular ONE, setting a new standard in the
innovation of flooring design with a focus on human health
and environmental stewardship. Modular ONE is available
in wide planks and oversized tiles suitable for multi-family,
hospitality and commercial applications.

Headquarters: NYC
Showrooms: NYC and LA
Inventory: GA
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Parador Modular ONE Product Overview
Authentic in form and feel as its natural counterparts, Parador Modular ONE
is super natural flooring, offering acoustic benefits from cork backing and
superior durability utilizing patented surface technology and rapidly renewable
resources to withstand the demands of hospitality applications while providing
an authentic wood feel.
Product Structure
Modular ONE, pioneering quality – contributing toward
healthy interiors, and plasticizer-free, in an absolutely
authentic look and feel, with a resilient surface and
integrated cork backing for quiet living comfort and a
particularly pleasant walking sensation as well as being
suitable for wet rooms.

Super Natural Flooring
Authentic in form and feel as its natural counterpart,
Modular ONE sets a new standard for innovation in
flooring design with human health and environmental
stewardship at its core. Designed for superior durability
with patented surface technology and rapidly renewable
resources, Modular ONE breaks new ecological design
boundaries that are super natural.

1. Patented surface technology
Abrasion-resistant & easy to maintain polypropylene top
layer with embossing
2. Dimensionally stable core board
Natural & recycled raw materials with wax-resin binder for
water resistant floor
3. Integrated cork sound insulation
Improved room acoustics, comfort & warmth
4. Safe-Lock® PRO, patented click connector
Easy-to-install flooring that is kind on the joints & supports
low-noise room acoustics
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Parador Modular ONE; Studio Grey
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Parador Modular ONE Product Highlights
Water Resistant
Modular ONE’s waterproof surface and specially adapted
core board makes it suitable for use in wet rooms with up
to twenty-four hour standing water protection. Special
edge processing also protects the floor from water ingress.
Low Maintenance
Everyday cleaning can be done with a vacuum cleaner or
broom. Dirty marks are wiped off with a damp cloth and a
standard floor or universal cleaner is suitable. There is no
need for harsh chemicals, floor wax or polishes.
Durability
Modular ONE products carry a wear classification of
33 - suitable for heavy commercial traffic. Modular ONE
offers a 10 year commercial warranty on its material when
installed and maintained according to Parador guidelines.
Comfort
Modular ONE is suitable for underfloor heating and is
particularly warm underfoot versus LVT thanks to its
resilient surface and cork back. Modular ONE offers
integrated footfall sound insulation to create optimal room
acoustics.

Sustainability
Production, materials and products from Parador go
beyond statutory requirements. Utilizing responsibly
sourced and certified raw materials Modular ONE can
contribute towards green building schemes including
LEED v4, WELL, BREEAM and CHPS.
Quality Assurance
Modular ONE only uses predominantly natural, certified
raw materials for the ecological production of this healthy
living product and avoids the use of plasticizers. Modular
ONE “Made in Germany” meets the highest standards of
sustainable living.
Healthy Interiors
Modular ONE carries a FloorScore certification to support
healthy indoor air quality. Each Modular ONE design
collection contributes to biophilic design and natural
pattern incorporation by closely mimicking naturally
occurring materials.
Reflectivity
The matte finish of Modular ONE eliminates reflections on
flooring under light sources. Bright reflections on highgloss surfaces create the look of “wet floors” causing slips
and falls among the elderly and those with dementia.

Parador Modular ONE; Oak Urban White Limed
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Bolon Product Overview
Durable, safe and easy to care for. Bolon woven vinyl flooring is a proven
hygienic alternative to carpet and can be used in diverse multi-family
environments with complete confidence.

Product Structure
Bolon material is comprised of four layers, fused
together through a heating process.
1. Top Layer, Weave
A set of vinyl threads (warp and weft) that are woven
together and characterized as profiled, elliptical
or folded.
2. Upper Layer, Backing
Fire-protective backing (Bfl-s1 Classification).

100% Made in Sweden | 100% Quality
All design, production and distribution activities are based
at the factory in Ulricehamn – Bolon even produces their
own raw materials there. This strategy of centralization
ensures expertise across the entire value chain, while
encouraging flexibility and innovation. The designs deliver
the beauty of a woven textile with all the benefits of
resilient flooring – long life cycles and ease of installation
and maintenance. As an international design brand,
boasting collaborations with world-renowned architects
and designers, Bolon always stays a step ahead.

3. Middle Layer, Backing
Glass fiber layer for dimension and stability.
4. Bottom Layer, Backing
Adjustable for rolls, tiles or acoustic needs. This
layer is comprised of up to 33% recycled content.

1
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Bolon Weavery; Top Layer, Weave
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Bolon Product Highlights
The performance behind the aesthetic.
Waterproof
The backing fused to Bolon materials is impervious to
liquid, resulting in a waterproof and rot-proof product.
Non-Slip
The woven structure of Bolon flooring is naturally non-slip,
making it appropriate for public areas exposed to heavy
foot traffic.
Indoor / Outdoor
Bolon material is suitable for both indoor and controlled
outdoor use, maintaining its color and structure when
exposed to natural weather elements.
Quality Assurance
Every one of Bolon’s collections are developed, designed
and manufactured in Sweden, without any exceptions. This
allows Bolon to control every product put to market, with a
focus on quality and detail.
Sustainability
Bolon owns and operates an onsite recycling plant,
implements geothermal cooling practices and produces
all material free of phthalates. The material itself is 100%
fully recyclable with environmental certifications including
GreenTag, BREEAM, EPD, and Floorscore, which can
contribute to higher LEED ratings and WELL certification.

Hypoallergenic
Bolon material is hypoallergenic with very low VOC
emissions, so it contributes positively to indoor
air quality.
Comfort
Bolon flooring provides comfort underfoot and has
antistatic properties to protect against unpleasant shocks.
Thermal Insulation
Bolon flooring offers warmth for greater energy savings.
Wellness
Bolon materials are FloorScore certified to support
healthy indoor air quality. Many Bolon flooring collections
also contribute to biophilic design and natural pattern
incorporation strategies.
Reflectivity
The matte or satin finishes of Bolon materials eliminate
bright reflections on flooring under light sources. Bright
reflections on high-gloss surfaces create the look of “wet
floors” causing slips and falls among the elderly and those
with dementia.

Bolon StudioTM Shape Triangle; Artisan Slate, Artisan Ivory, Botanic Cilia
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PURLINE Product Overview
Made from rapidly renewable raw materials, PURLINE bio-polyurethane
based flooring combines unparalleled sustainability with durability and ease of
maintenance for a wide range of multi-family settings.

Product Structure
PURLINE material is comprised of five layers created from
natural raw ingredients: chalk, canola oil and castor oil.
1. Top layer, Clear Polyurethane Performance Layer
A clear PU top layer creates a hygienic, non-porous
surface.
2. Middle layer, Décor Paper Print Design
FSC-certified décor paper layer is printed with waterbased inks and gives the product its authentic wood and
stone patterns, bold colorways and warm neutrals.

Designed by Nature. Refined by Science..
Production and distribution efforts are based in East
Westphalia- built upon decades of uncompromising
German engineering and manufacturing processes. The
spirit of development rooted in scientific discovery that
led to the creation of PURLINE is still very much alive.
Influenced by growing global building guidance, the
design of the PURLINE collection continues to evolve to
bring to market the most durable and healthful designer
flooring solution.

3. Middle layer, Glass Fiber Reinforcement
Glass fiber reinforcement provides dimensional stability.
4. Middle layer, Solid Bio-Polyurethane Base Layer
A PU base layer for increased durability.
5. Bottom layer, FleeceTEC® Backing System
Integrated FleeceTEC® System bottom layer for easy
installation and comfort underfoot.

1
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PURLINE; Canyon Oak Honey
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PURLINE Product Highlights
Healthy
PURLINE is made of three natural and rapidly renewable
ingredients, chalk, castor oil and canola oil, making it one
of the most environmentally-friendly flooring products
available on the market.
Sustainable
PURLINE material offers incomparable sustainability
certifications, including: Cradle to Cradle Silver,
GreenGuard Gold, FloorScore, Declare, EPD and HPD.
Non-staining
PURLINE exceeds ASTM F925 standards and will
not stain, even when cleaned with Bleach, Alcohol or
Ammonium Hydroxide, unlike carpet or fibered products.
Hygienic
The clear PU top layer creates a hardwearing,
non-porous surface that can easily be cleaned with
conventional processes and chemicals. PURLINE can also
be disinfected with the harshest cleaning agents.
Scientifically formulated Canola and Castor oil are
polymerized to create bio-polyurethane, a resilient
compound, that when bound with chalk, formulates
PURLINE’s innovative core.

Authentic designs
The décor paper layer delivers realistic patterns and
simulated textures to PURLINE’s wood planks and stone
tiles.
Wellness
PURLINE is FloorScore certified and contributes positively
to indoor air quality. PURLINE flooring can contribute to
health and wellness goals, including WELL certification.
Reflectivity
The matte finish of PURLINE materials eliminates
bright reflections on flooring under light sources. Bright
reflections on high-gloss surfaces create the look of “wet
floors” causing slips and falls among the elderly and those
with dementia.

PURLINE; Royal Chestnut Grey
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Arrival Collection Product Overview
An entryway is the first stop for all visitors and occupants entering a building,
and first impressions matter. The Arrival Collection from Matter Surfaces offers a
variety of high-performance entrance and matting solutions that do not sacrifice
aesthetics.
Every building has an entrance- let your guests know they’ve arrived.
Wellness
An effective entrance and matting system helps to
improve indoor air quality and can help contribute to
health and wellness goals like LEED and WELL.

Simple Maintenance
A proper entrance system traps dirt and moisture to
prevent damage to interior flooring surfaces and lowers
maintenance requirements, saving time and money.

Green Certifications:
–Green Label Plus
–Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs)

Many Arrival products only require vacuuming to maintain
their beauty and effectiveness.

Safety
Floors are the leading cause of injury according to
the National Safety Council (NSC). From lawsuits to
missed work days, slips, trips and falls can be costly to
organizations.
The Arrival Collection includes foot grilles and matting
products that scrape and trap dirt, debris and moisture to
help prevent liabilities.

Durability
All Arrival Collection entrance and matting products are
commercially rated.
Rated for:
–Extreme traffic (1M+ guests per year)
–Heavy rolling loads
–Indoor and outdoor applications

Design, Templating, and Installation
Custom installs, shapes and logo matting are our specialty.

Arrival Collection; Dual Track
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Multi-Family Flooring Solutions
Functional by nature, versatile by design.
Low Maintenance
Multi-family environments with simple to maintain surfaces
ensure living areas and common spaces are easy to
upkeep. Integrating an entry system of scraping and drying
products- like the foot grilles and matting in our Arrival
Collection- helps to remove and trap dirt, moisture, and
particulates before residents and guests enter the common
and living areas, lowering interior maintenance time and
costs. PURLINE and Parador Modular ONE products
offer non-porous top surfaces that do not require waxing,
buffing and stripping to maintain beauty. Bolon products
feature a compact yarn and weaving structure with no
exposed fibers, resulting in fewer places for dirt and debris
to hide and easy cleaning requirements.
Durability
Multi-family flooring must be hard wearing enough to
withstand years of everyday wear and tear from tenants.
Parador Modular ONE carries a wear classification of
33- suitable for heavy commercial traffic, provides up to
twenty-four hour standing water protection, and offers a
10-year warranty when installed and maintained according
to Parador guidelines. Bolon is both durable and resilient,
suitable for heavy commercial traffic, and offers a 10-to-15year warranty on its material when maintained according
to Bolon Care+ guidelines. PURLINE is produced to be 5
times more durable than luxury vinyl tile, withstands heavy
loads including furniture, cabinetry and equipment, and
offers a 15-year warranty when installed and maintained in
accordance with guidelines.

Design Versatility
Parador Modular ONE includes over 30 wide planks and
oversized tiles mimicking the designs of natural materials,
characterized by warmth, realistic texturing, and bold,
iconic patterns. The Bolon product portfolio includes
over 80 styles, available in a variety of textures, colors,
patterns and formats, including rolls, tiles and Studio™
Shapes. In addition to the aesthetic options offered in the
standard product line, Bolon offers designer collections and
bespoke programs, designed to meet specific project and
application demands. The PURLINE collection consists of
over 90 colors and patterns across three product formatsrolls, planks and tiles. PURLINE’s product lines feature bold
colors, contemporary neutrals, authentic hardwood and
natural stone looks for hard-wearing designer surfaces in
any setting.
Our portfolio includes projects in the following multi-family
areas, among others:
–Entrances
–Living Areas
–Corridors
–Common Spaces
–Fitness Centers
–Outdoor Spaces
–Area Rugs

Parador Modular ONE; Oak Linea Natural
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Entrances
Arrival Collection; Nuway

Entrances

Entrances

Arrival Collection; Left: Ultra Track | Right: Dri Track
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Living Areas
Parador Modular ONE; Oak Pure Natural

Living Areas
Living areas need to be functional and hard
wearing without compromising the warmth
and comfort of home. Matter Surfaces flooring
solutions provide the perfect blend of function
and form, ensuring that the design does not
need to sacrifice one for the other. Our brands
offer underfoot comfort, the design versatility
traditionally only found in carpet and the
durability of resilient floorcoverings.
Acoustics
Sound can have adverse effects on the human
body such as sleeping disorders, stress
and headaches. Proper acoustic planning
in multi-family environments is crucial to
ensuring resident comfort. Parador Modular
ONE includes an integrated cork backing for
improved sound insulation, offering an IIC
rating of 58. Bolon offers flooring with acoustic
felt backing, with a 21-22 dB Impact Sound
Insulation level and a 60+ Impact Isolation
Class (IIC) rating.
Hygiene and Maintenance
Carpet harbors allergens such as dust mites,
mold and dander. PURLINE bio-polyurethane
based flooring and Parador Modular ONE
feature non-porous top surfaces that will not
trap dirt, dander or moisture. Bolon woven
vinyl flooring is impervious to liquid with an
easy to clean compact woven structure and no
exposed fibers. Bolon material is hypoallergenic
making it asthma and allergy-friendly and offers
antimicrobial properties to fight bacteria and
ensure optimal sanitary conditions. Matter
Surfaces materials last under regular cleaning
and disinfection routines.

Parador Modular ONE; Pine Rustic Grey
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

Parador Modular ONE; Studio Grey
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

Parador Modular ONE; Cross Cut Black
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

Parador Modular ONE; Left: Oak Urban Light Limed | Right: Oak Pure Light
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

Bolon Ethnic; Gabna + Abisko
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

PURLINE; Planks | Left: Polar Pine | Right: Island Oak Moon
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Living Spaces

Living Spaces

PURLINE; Polar Pine
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Interior Corridors
Bolon BKB; Sisal Plain Mole

Interior Corridors

Interior Corridors

Bolon; Left: StudioTM Shape Triangle; Botanic Osier, Botanic Viva, Artisan Coal | Right: Create Converso
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Interior Corridors

Interior Corridors

PURLINE; Left: Sheet Flooring, Silver Grey | Right: Tiles, White Marble
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Interior Corridors

Interior Corridors

Arrival Collection; Trilogy Tile
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Common Spaces
Bolon StudioTM Shape Triangle; Artisan Malachite, Botanic Thyme, Botanic Osier

Common Spaces

Common Spaces

Parador Modular ONE; Essen
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Common Spaces

Common Spaces

Parador Modular ONE; Granite Pearl Grey
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Common Spaces

Common Spaces

Bolon; Left: Bolon By You Weave | Right: Bkb Sisal Plain Steel
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Common Spaces

Common Spaces

Bolon; Left: StudioTM Shape Triangle; Artisan Ecru, Artisan Petroleum, Artisan Slate, Botanic Viva | Right: Now Silver
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Common Spaces

Common Spaces

Bolon by You; Stripe
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Common Spaces

Common Spaces

PURLINE; Left: Tiles; Just Concrete | Right: Planks; Village Oak Brown
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Fitness + Wellness
Bolon Studio™ Shape Wing; Artisan Coal, Ecru, Ivory, Malachite

Fitness Areas
Bolon is approved for use with
rubber-coated dumbbells up to 50 lb.
Bolon and PURLINE are not recommended for
use in fitness areas where heavy weights will be
impacting the floor frequently.
A Quiet Cushion underlayment, for
additional shock and sound absorption,
is recommended for all fitness area
applications. Bolon and PURLINE can be
installed over Quiet Cushion, and due to
matching thicknesses, abutted without the
need for transitions or seaming. Quiet Cushion
is suitable with Bolon under various types
of fitness equipment, including treadmills,
elliptical machines, weight machines and light
dumbbell use.
QUIET CUSHION 4MM size (roll):
		

6´-7˝ x 34´-5˝

		

6´-7˝ x 68´-10˝

Product Description: PVC underlayment
for sound absorption and additional
cushion. Sold in half roll or full roll sizes.
* See Quiet Cushion Product Sheet

Bolon Botanic; Cilia | PURLINE; Royal Chestnut Mocca
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Fitness + Wellness

Fitness + Wellness

Bolon Artisan; Denim, Ecru, and Concrete
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Fitness + Wellness

Fitness + Wellness

Bolon Artisan; Coal
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Outdoor Areas
Bolon Float- Studio™ Shape Hexagon; Botanic Cilia, Botanic Viola, Now Brass

Outdoor Areas

Outdoor Areas

Bolon Float; Left: Missoni Optical Turquoise | Right: Bespoke Flow
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Exterior Corridors

Exterior Corridors

Bolon Botanic; Tilia and Garden
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Area Rugs
Bolon Float - Studio™ Raw Edge; Studio™ Shape Wing; Silence Sense, Silence Balance

Area Rugs
Bolon Float - our bespoke area rug
program - offers hospitality designers the
freedom to specify flooring that is unique
to each project, without the burden of
complicated installation requirements.
n addition, our state-of-the-art cutting
machines offer the flexibility to create
U-shaped area rugs to fit seamlessly
around platform and other guest room
beds without the requirement of labor or
disruptive renovation time.
Bolon area rugs rest effortlessly and
on a variety of surfaces.
In other words, Bolon flooring floats.
The program consists of five categories:
– Bespoke
– Bespoke Border
– Studio™ Straight Edge
– Studio™ Raw Edge
– Custom
Important Information:
– Largest recommended size: 18´ x 30´
– Bespoke and Bespoke Border area rugs are
fabricated with a self-bound edge.
– Studio™ Straight Edge and Studio™ Raw
Edge area rugs are fabricated with an
underlayment, 1.4mm thick.
– An underlayment of 4mm thickness is
available for additional cushion and comfort
underfoot.
– Anti-slip backing is available for smaller
area rugs.
– Round and oval-shaped area rugs are
considered custom products, requiring a
detailed seaming process.

Bolon Float - Bespoke Border; Now Champagne, Now Silver
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Area Rugs - Bespoke

Area Rugs - Bespoke

Bolon Float - Bespoke; Create Facio
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Area Rugs - Bespoke Border

Area Rugs - Bespoke Border

Bolon Float - Bespoke Border; Now Champagne, Now Silver
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Area Rugs

Bolon Float - Studio™ Straight Edge; Studio™ Shape Deco; BKB Sisal Plain Mole, BKB Sisal Plain Sand, Ethnic Kaise, Now Silver
86
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Area Rugs - Studio Straight Edge

Area Rugs - Studio Straight Edge

Bolon Float - Studio™ Straight Edge; Studio™ Shape Deco; BKB Sisal Plain Mole, BKB Sisal Plain Sand, Ethnic Kaise, Now Silver
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Area Rugs - Studio Raw Edge

Area Rugs - Studio Raw Edge

Bolon Float - Studio™ Raw Edge; Studio™ Shape Wing; Silence Sense, Silence Balance
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Parador Modular ONE Sustainability
Parador is setting new standards in sustainable flooring, focusing on the lifecycle
impact of their products from manufacturing to end of life. At its core, Parador
embodies their mantra: act sustainably, take responsibility for the future and
commit to bringing the environment, social issues and responsible business
practices into perfect balance.

Setting standards. Taking responsibility.



We say Yes to
reducing CO2

Production
in Germany
and Austria

Combined
transport routes
train / truck

Recyclable
packaging

Tested raw materials:
Parador Modular ONE is manufactured with highquality, recyclable and environmentally friendly
materials from monitored sources. The wood used to
engineer Modular ONE planks comes from timber in
sustainably managed forests.



Reuse after long life cycle
Once installed, Parador Modular ONE is characterized
by a long life cycle and 10-year commercial warranty.
Where possible, materials are reused in terms of
energy and material.



Third-party certified for environmental impact
Production, materials and products exceed statutory
requirements. Parador Modular ONE is the first
German flooring manufacturer to be EMAS certified,
meeting the demands for environmental management.
.



Recycled and recyclable packaging
Parador Modular ONE is packed and shipped in
packaging produced from recycled paper and can be
recycled after use.



Reduced carbon dioxide footprint
Parador Modular ONE production undergoes
improvements continually to minimize the impact on
the environment. Parador has implemented shorter
transportation routes and combined shipments to
decrease the CO2 footprint.



Plant-for-the-Planet
Parador Modular ONE is a partner of Plant-for-thePlanet foundation, which campaigns worldwide for
reforestation and climate justice. To date, almost
200,000 trees have been planted by Parador alone.

Parador Modular ONE product and process certifications include:
Blue Angel, FloorScore®, EPD (Environmental Product Declaration), Klasse A+, TÜV Rheinland, PEFC™

Responsible
production
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Bolon Green®
Bolon operates its own onsite recycling plant, enabling them to create recycled
material from waste and use the recycled content in their products. This
investment is the latest in a long line of proactive steps designed to reduce the
environmental impact of Bolon products and manufacturing processes.


Bolon is committed to producing eco-friendly
products through:
1. Exceeding legislative demands
2. Utilizing renewable energy in
production processes
3. Purchasing practices
4. Eliminating the use of hazardous substances from
materials
5. Product recycling
6. Recovering energy from non-recyclable products
7. Anticipating future legislation
8. Ensuring environmental control processes
fulfill international standards with ISO 14001
certification



100% made in Sweden
Along with the obvious environmental benefits in
terms of transport and logistics, this allows Bolon to
have full control over production processes.



No added phthalates
On their own initiative, and after a long
consultation process with industry experts, Bolon
phased out the use of phthalates from all of their
collections.



High-quality raw materials
Bolon only sources and uses modern, safe,
high-quality PVC – without exception.



Waste and spill monitoring
Bolon consistently monitors waste and spill
performance and is mindful of water and energy
consumption.



Eco-friendly maintenance
Bolon products can be cared for with
eco-friendly, neutral cleaning agents and hold current
product and process certifications.



Geothermal cooling
Bolon only uses locally drawn groundwater
for cooling purposes. The entire factory,
warehouse, offices and every machine they contain
are water-cooled.



Advanced filter system
The backing process Bolon flooring goes
through produces fumes. To manage this,
they have installed a filter cleaning system
that removes 98% of fumes.

Bolon product and process certifications include:
mindfulMATERIALS, Floorscore, BREEAM, Health Product Declaration (HPD), Environmental Product Declaration (EPD),
Green Tag, M1, Basta, Portico and more.

HPD™

EPD
ISO 14025
EN 15804

Bolon North America | Matter Surfaces is registered with The American Institute of Architects Continuing
Education System (AIA/CES) as a course provider. Credit designation: 1.0 LU | HSW. Course number: BLN0118.
Course Name: Woven Vinyl Flooring Uncovered; Production, Life Cycle Assessment and Sustainability.
To schedule a CEU Presentation, contact your Matter Surfaces Representative.

Bolon Recycling Plant
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PURLINE Sustainability
PURLINE has remained steadfast in their focus on sustainability- not just in their
products but in development, manufacturing and production processes. This isn’t
just a passing fad; this is an over 70 year commitment ingrained in the company
DNA.


PURLINE is dedicated to producing eco-friendly
products through:
1. Exceeding global legislative guidelines
2. Employing renewable energy in production
processes
3. Purchasing practices
4. Socially-compatible production of raw materials
5. Production without the use of hazardous
substances
6. Utilizing rapidly renewable raw materials
7. Product recycling





Climate-neutral manufacturing
PURLINE is manufactured with the belief that
responsible use of valuable energy resources is
fundamental. That is why the production facilities
fulfill necessary energy demands with renewable
energies.



Water stewardship
No water is consumed and no waste water is
produced during the PURLINE production process.



No plasticizers or phthalates
Plasticizers and phthalates have never had a place in
PURLINE flooring products. The product flexibility
and durability are derived from natural ingredients.



Rapidly renewable raw materials
PURLINE high-performance composite material
is mainly produced from vegetable oils such as
canola or castor oil and naturally occurring mineral
components such as chalk.



Environmentally-friendly installation
Approved PURLINE installation methods center on
the use of adhesives that are Green Label Plus™
certified low in VOCs.

Eco-friendly maintenance
PURLINE products can be cleaned with simple
steam or neutral cleaning agents and hold all current
product and process certifications.

PURLINE product and process certifications include:
mindfulMATERIALS, Cradle to Cradle Silver Certified™, FloorScore®, Blue Angel, GreenGuard™ Gold, EPD
(Environmental Product Declaration), HPD (Health Product Declaration), Declare, M1, and more.

EPD
ISO 14025
EN 15804

HPD™
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Parador Modular ONE Care
Regular Cleaning and Disinfecting
Initial Cleaning – Post Installation
–Dust mop, sweep or vacuum the floor to remove loose dust, dirt or grit.
–Damp mop the entire floor using a water-soluble, pH neutral, rinse-free, biodegradable cleaning solution (ex. Bona Hard
Surface Floor Cleaner, Zep Neutral pH Floor Cleaner, etc.).
–Wring mop/cloth out well and avoid puddles of standing water, which can cause streaking on any floor surface.
Routine Care and Cleaning
–Dust mop, sweep or vacuum the floor to remove loose dust, dirt or grit.
–Immediately wipe up liquids resting on the floor, and only wipe with a damp cloth.
–Damp mop as needed to remove dirty streaks using a water-soluble, pH neutral, rinse-free, biodegradable cleaning
solution (ex. Bona Hard Surface Floor Cleaner, Zep Neutral pH Floor Cleaner, etc.).
–Do not use acetone, strong alkaline cleaning agents, scouring powder, strong solvents, gylcerine, abrasives/abrasive
cleaning pads, or steam cleaners as these can potentially damage your flooring.
–Wring mop/cloth out well and avoid puddles of standing water, which can cause streaking on any floor surface.
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Bolon Care+
Manual Cleaning and Stain Removal
Regular Cleaning
–Daily Cleaning can be done with a vacuum.
–For daily wet cleaning, use a scrub brush and warm water, and follow with a soft microfiber cloth for drying.
–Periodic cleaning can be carried out with a scrub brush, warm water and an all-purpose pH 7-8.5 cleaner, followed by a
wet vacuum or by drying with a soft microfiber cloth.
Mechanical Cleaning
–Roller Brush Method: Use a scrubber-dryer with soft brush rollers, warm water and a strong alkaline, all-purpose cleaner
with pH of 9-11. Start by wetting the floor by running the machine with the brushes and water/heavy duty cleaner
solution. Do not use the suction function.
–Orbot Machine Method: Use an Orbot machine with soft “Super Zorb” pads and warm water. Use a minimal amount of
an all-purpose cleaner with a pH of 7-8.5 on more heavily soiled areas. Run the machine slowly backwards and forwards
with uniform overlapping while “spray-dampening” the floor. The dirt is absorbed in the pad.
Stain Removal
–Use a scrub brush and rinse with water.
–When using a stain remover, please check that it is safe for use on vinyl flooring.
Disinfecting
–Do not use acetone.
–Use Alcohol (ASTM F925) or Bleach diluted with water at a 1:10 ratio (1 part Bleach, to 10 parts water)
–Always be sure to rinse after disinfectant use with clean water.
Please consult your Bolon Representative with additional questions.
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PURLINE Care
Regular Cleaning and Disinfecting
Regular Cleaning
With Mop
–Start by dust mopping or vacuum cleaning the floor.
–Damp mop using a flat microfiber mop and a suitable pH neutral cleaning solution.
With Steam
–Start by dust mopping or vacuum cleaning the floor.
–Steam clean the floor using a suitable steam cleaner, microfiber pads and distilled water.
–Do not allow the steam to stay stationary on the flooring for more than 5 seconds.
With Scrubber
–Start by dust mopping or vacuum cleaning the floor.
–Use a suitable auto-scrubbing machine or floor scrubber (~ 175 RPM) with a red pad and a suitable pH neutral cleaning
solution. Scrub and wet vacuum up the solution.
–Rinse with clean water and remove using a wet vacuum.
Deep Cleaning
–Start by dust mopping or vacuum cleaning the floor.
–Wet mop the entire floor using a suitable water soluble cleaning solution.
–For large areas: Scrub the floor using a suitable auto-scrubbing machine or floor scrubber (~ 175 RPM) with a red pad,
and wet vacuum up the solution. Rinse with clean water, and remove using a wet vacuum.
–For small areas: Scrub with a nylon broom, and remove the soiled solution using a wet vacuum. Rinse with clean water,
and remove using a wet vacuum.
Stain Resistance
–From bleach to hand sanitizer to Sharpie, PURLINE flooring will not stain even by some of the most common staining
agents.
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